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Perfect English e-mails & job applications
in a few clicks
EmailWriter is the first app that allows the user to write
perfect business e-mails and job applications in English –
flawlessly – simply by selecting from numerous formulations,
sentence by sentence. A great help for those who mustn’t, or
don’t want to, make any mistakes in their correspondence.
We all know what it’s like; there’s a quick official e-mail to be written, but the ‘quick e-mail’ becomes a lengthy task looking for the
correct wording. Even native speakers sometimes struggle when
looking for the right formulation, especially when writing more
formal e-mails, such as complaints or job applications, where
standard phrases are the norm. One can spend ages looking at books, surfing the internet and rummaging through
their head trying to find the correct – and above all polite – phrases. Of course nobody wants to sound unprofessional
or embarrass themselves.
EmailWriter offers confidence and competence in business communication; for e-mails and
letters, or just as a reference tool when looking for the correct wording, grammar, etc. Simply
select the topic in the table of contents, and in the shortest time the e-mail is written. To tell
the truth; who could normally write a job application in under 5 minutes?
Non native English speakers need only a basic command of the English language to be able
to effortlessly compose perfect English e-mails. But users don’t necessarily have to write the
complete e-mail with EmailWriter: advanced and native speakers will find it useful, when
from time to time the right expression is missing. This tool guarantees perfect structure for
e-mails and job applications, offers professional phrases & example sentences and ensures
correct spelling and grammar. And inspiration – if one just can not think of the right way to
say it, this collection of sample sentences will help. German speakers will find the German
translations invaluable.
EmailWriter is also perfect for learning, teaching, as well as for exam preparation; writing
e-mails and letters is an integral part of business English exams. In EmailWriter users will find
everything they need.
From job applications to apologies, from congratulations to complaints, from reservations to
reminders – with EmailWriter it’s faster and better. Users profit from the infinite possibilities
and flexibility offered by the numerous text blocks, which are clearly sorted into the various
topics so that they can be quickly found exactly where they are needed. For each situation
the right expression – in modern, credible English. No internet connection necessary for
writing e-mails. The final text is forwarded to the regular e-mail program.
Developed by native English speakers
EmailWriter has been developed by a small group of native English speaking
language experts, business English trainers & Cambridge University Language
Examiners with over 15 years of experience.

Price: 3,59 Euro
Website: http://www.emailwriter.de
App:
iPhone and iPad (IOS 4.3 or higher)
Android (2.3 or higher)

https://itunes.apple.com/de/app/emailwriter/id586030789?mt=8&uo=4

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.EmailWriter

Video, images and further information at www.emailwriter.de/presse_en.html
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